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Measurement of relaxation between polarization eigenstates in single
quantum dots
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Low temperature relaxation of excitons between polarization eigenstates in single interface
fluctuation quantum dots is studied using copolarized and cross-polarized transient differential
transmission spectroscopy. The measured spin relaxation times are on the order of;100 ps. Such
a spin relaxation time is longer than the reported times for thin quantum wells, but considerably
shorter than the predicted times for interface fluctuation quantum dots. ©2002 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1526912#
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In bulk and quantum well semiconductor systems, c
pling between excitonic polarization eigenstates can oc
following resonant optical excitation, often with time scal
faster than the recombination rate.1 This coupling, referred to
as spin relaxation, can result from phonon interactions,2,3 or
effects arising from momentum scattering such
D’yakonov–Perel type interactions,4 or long-range exciton
exchange interactions.5 Spin relaxation is expected to b
strongly suppressed in quantum dots~QDs! due to the com-
plete discretization of energy eigenstates. Experimental v
fication of this prediction has become especially importan
light of proposals to implement quantum information pr
cessing with spin states in QDs6–9 as well as proposals base
on the emerging field of spintronics.10 Recent results from
inhomogeneously broadened ensembles of self-assem
quantum dots have found spin relaxation times to be on
order of 1 ns2 and even longer,11,12consistent with the notion
of suppressed spin relaxation in zero-dimensional structu

In this letter, we measure the spin relaxation rate in
single semiconductor quantum dot formed by interface fl
tuations. The measurements are performed using tran
differential transmission~DT! spectoscopy on single QD
states. This technique has also recently been used to me
biexciton lifetimes13 and Rabi oscillations14 in single QDs.

The experiments are performed on interface fluctuat
QDs formed naturally in a thin~4.2 nm! GaAs layer grown
between two 25 nm Al0.3Ga0.7As layers. 2 min growth inter-
ruptions at each GaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As interface lead to the for
mation of monolayer-high islands which tend to localize t
heavy hole excitons in the GaAs layer.15,16 Excitons in iso-
lated QDs are probed through;0.5 mm apertures in an alu
minum mask laid directly onto the sample’s surface. T
GaAs substrate is removed to allow for transmission stud
and the experiments are performed at 7 K.

The monolayer islands are elongated in the@ 1̄10# direc-
tion, leading to linear polarization selection rules for the e
citonic transitions, denoted byPx andPy .17 Px polarization
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is defined here to be parallel to the direction of island elo
gation. The relevant heavy hole excitonic levels for a sin
asymmetric quantum dot are shown in Fig. 1~a!. Relaxation
between the two excitonic eigenstates excited by linearly
larized light ~denoteduex& and uey&) is related to spin relax-
ation between the states created by circularly polarized l
~denotedue2& and ue1&). In this notation,uex&51/A2(ue1&
1ue2&), uey&52 i /A2(ue1&2ue2&), and ue1& is the exci-
tonic state created bys1 polarization, umJ

(hole)53/2,
mJ

(electron)521/2&, and ue2& is the excitonic state created b
s2 polarization,umJ

(hole)523/2, mJ
(electron)51/2&. Since tran-

sient DT is not sensitive to single hole or electron spin fl
that put the exciton into a dark state, the data and analys
this letter focus only on the relaxation rates between the
optically active exciton spin states.

Predictions of the spin relaxation times, 1/Gxy or 1/Gyx ,
between the two exciton spin states within thesameconfine-
ment level in interface fluctuation QDs~intradoublet! are of
order nanoseconds.3 Single interface fluctuation QD relax
ation rates betweendifferentconfinement levels of opposit
polarization have previously been found to be slower th
the relaxation rates between states of the same polarizati16

These measurements, however, were unable to probe th
tradoublet relaxation between the polarization states of
same confinement level.

A synchronously pumped dye laser with pulse width 6
is used to perform the pump-probe measurements. The p
second pulse has sufficient bandwidth~;300meV! to excite
both the uex& and uey& exciton states of the same doubl
~typical splittings are;20 meV!, as well as sufficiently nar-
row bandwidth so as not to excite spectrally adjacent Q
states~typical splittings are;few milli-electron-volts!, or
biexcitons ~which have a binding energy of about 3
meV!13,18in the same QD. The biexciton state is neglected
the level diagram of Fig. 1~a!, though it is the implicit pres-
ence of the biexciton that allows the ‘‘V’’ system to accu-
rately describe the dynamics of exciton relaxation; witho
this interaction, the two oppositely polarized excitons wou
behave like uncoupled two-level systems. The pump a
probe ~delayed by a timet! are focused to a waist at th
aperture. Absorption of the probe at the excitonic resona
1 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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creates an induced third order polarization fieldP(3)(t).
Time-integrated homodyne detection of this polarizat
field with the transmitted probe represents a DT signal tha
proportional to the imaginary part of the amplitude
P(3)(t). Amplitude modulation at;1 MHz of both the pump
and probe allows for the use of phase-sensitive lock-in
tection at the difference of the two modulation frequencie

Figure 1~b! shows the copolarized transient DT (DTi)
spectrum obtained through a single submicron apertur
low pump powers near zero pump-probe delay~t'0!. Also
shown for comparison is the high-resolution cw D
spectrum,19 showing that the resonance indicated by the
row corresponds to a single localized QD state. The li
widths in the transient spectrum are broadened by the l
bandwidth, whereas the resonances in the cw spectrum
homogeneously broadened. Both spectra were obtained
this figure using linearly copolarizedPy fields. Similar re-
sults were obtained using copolarizedPx fields.

Using the density matrix-formalism for a three-level sy
tem, aPy pump creates a second order population diff
ence,rgg

(2)(t)2ryy
(2)(t), which decays at the relaxation ra

Gyg . In this notation,r i j is the density matrix element be
tween statesu i & and u j &, whereasG i j represents relaxation
from stateu i & to stateu j &. This population difference can b
probed by either a copolarizedPy (DTi) or cross-polarized
(DT') Px probe. For aPy probe, the third-order~in the
applied optical fields! induced nonlinear optical polarizatio
field is given byP(3)(t)5@ryg

(3)(t)mgy1C.C.#. On the other
hand, for aPx probe, the induced polarization is given b
P(3)(t)5@rxg

(3)(t)mgx1C.C.#. The signal field associate
with either polarization is then homodyne detected with
probe. For DT' , a polarizer is placed in front of the detect
to block thePy polarized pump field, ensuring clean hom
dyne detection and zero signal for negative probe delays
the copolarized configuration, scattering by the submic
aperture implies that at negative time the pump acts as
probe and the probe as the pump, so the negative delay
nal mirrors the positive delay signal~only the positive delay
signal is shown later!.

In the absence of exciton spin relaxation, the cro
polarization configuration would be expected to yield ab
one-half the signal as the copolarized configuration, si

FIG. 1. ~a! The three-level system used for the density-matrix analysis
the DT signal.~b! DT spectrum showing single QD states, obtained throu
a submicron aperture using pulsed~top! and cw~bottom! lasers. The pump
and probe are bothPy polarized.
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both rgg
(2)(t) andryy

(2)(t) contribute to the copolarized signa
but only rgg

(2)(t) contributes to the cross-polarized signa
This cross-polarized signal can be thought of as arising fr
ground state depletion, based on theV system of Fig. 1~a!. In
addition, a lack of spin relaxation would imply that both th
copolarized and cross-polarized signal would decay at
same rate,Gyg . Thus, a comparison of DTi with DT' allows
for the time scale for spin relaxation within a single Q
polarization doublet to be measured.

DTi and DT' are shown in Fig. 2~a! as a function of
probe delay for the single QD state denoted by the arrow
Fig. 1~b!. Both data sets are plotted with the same verti
units. There are two important features of this data. Fi
near zero delay, the magnitude of the copolarized dat
about twice that of the cross-polarized data. This is con
tent with the three-level model of Fig. 1~a! as discussed ear
lier. Second, the ratio of copolarized signal to cross-polari
signal appears to decrease as the probe delay increases.
ever, in the absence of spin relaxation between the two
citon states, both signals would decay at the same rate,Gyg

and the ratio would remain fixed. Thus, the data of Fig. 2~a!
suggests a contribution to the dynamics that is due to s
relaxation. Also note that the decay for the copolarized d
is about 40 ps.

Because the splitting is much less thankT, (kT5600
meV at T57 K! it is assumed that relaxation fromuex& to
uey& is comparable to relaxation fromuey& to uex&. Under the
additional assumptions that the transition strengths and
times for the two excitonic states are equal~which has been
found experimentally to be approximately the case!,20 the
spin relaxation rate can be found from the ratio of the diff
ence of the copolarized and cross-polarized DT to their s

DTi2DT'

DTi1DT'

}e22Gyxt. ~1!

f

FIG. 2. ~a! Copolarized (DTi) and cross-polarized (DT') differential trans-
mission from the single QD state labeled by the arrow in Fig. 1. The d
sets are plotted with the same vertical units. The rise of DT' near t50 is
pulse width limited. DTi neart50 shows no such rise due to the symmet
of the copolarized detection.~b! The decay of the spin polarization. A fit to
the data gives 1/Gyx5140 ps640 ps. Data within a pulse width of zero dela
are not included in the analysis.
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This equation is derived under the assumption ofd-function
pulses and neglects so-called coherent artifacts at zero d

Figure 2~b! shows the difference of the copolarized a
cross-polarized data shown in Fig. 2~a!, divided by their
sum. A fit to the data yields the spin relaxation rate,Gyx ,
determined for this doublet to be 1/Gyx5140640 ps. The
error bars on this rate result from the error in the backgro
~zero! DT signal and the noise in the signal itself.

The simple model of spin relaxation used for the data
Fig. 2~b! shows that the spin relaxation times are on
order of;100 ps. This is consistent with the value obtain
from the opposite cross-polarization configuration,~a Px

pump and aPy probe! in which the populationrxx
(2)(t) and

the coherenceryg
(3)(t) are created for a measurement of t

spin relaxation rateGxy . Spin relaxation times on the orde
of ;100 ps were also measured from other single QD st
using this technique. For comparison, the measured lifeti
of the exciton statesuey& and uex& (1/Gyg and 1/Gxg) are in
the range of 20–40 ps.

Low temperature measurements of the spin relaxa
time in thin GaAs quantum wells~;7 nm wide! are on the
order of tens of picoseconds,21,22 a result of strong exchang
interactions in narrow quantum wells.5 However, lateral lo-
calization that results in a discrete density of states an
reduced carrier wave function overlap would be expected
inhibit spin relaxation, consistent with the measured spin
laxation times of;100 ps reported here.

Nonlinear measurements of single interface fluctuat
QDs in a magnetic field have reported a minimum spin
laxation time of 100 ps at a field of 1.3 T,23 though the spin
relaxation rate is expected to be strongly dependent on m
netic field; the measurements in this work are performed
zero magnetic field. Theoretical predictions of the spin rel
ation time for excitons in elongated interface fluctuation Q
based on two-phonon scattering processes are on the ord
several nanoseconds,3 longer than those reported here. Als
the intradoublet spin relaxation times measured here are
siderably shorter than the times measured in self-assem
QDs.2,11,12The enhanced spin relaxation in interface fluctu
tion QDs compared to the predictions of Takagaharaet al.
and to measurements in self-assembled QDs is likely rel
to the degree of exciton localization. In strongly localiz
QDs, spin scattering that relies on translational invariance
motional narrowing, such as exchange interactions
D’yakonov–Perel mechanisms, is strongly suppressed. H
ever, photoluminescence imaging studies of narrow Ga
AlGaAs quantum wells find broad resonance features~de-
generate with sharp photoluminescence lines! that emerge
with an increase in power, and show data that suggests
presence of delocalized or weakly localized excitons.24 Also,
biexponential photon echo decays attributable to a clas
weakly localized excitons nearly degenerate with m
strongly localized excitons have been observed in sim
disordered quantum wells.25 Weak localization therefore im
plies that the motional-narrowing type mechanisms resp
sible for fast spin relaxation in quantum wells may not
entirely suppressed in growth-interrupted quantum wells
the type studied here.

In summary, excitons confined to single quantum d
have been studied through copolarized and cross-polar
ay.
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transient differential transmission spectroscopy. Compari
of the copolarized to cross-polarized DT leads to a dir
measurement of the spin relaxation rate between heavy-
exciton polarization eigenstates. The measured relaxa
times are on the order of;100 ps, longer than the time
observed in high quality quantum wells, but considera
shorter than either the times predicted for interface fluct
tion QDs or measured for self-assembled QDs. The prese
of weakly localized excitonic states in growth-interrupt
quantum wells could contribute to an enhanced spin re
ation rate.
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